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Abstract: The reason of grid monitoring and management is to detect offerings in grid surroundings for fault detection, performance
evaluation, performance tuning, load balancing and scheduling. We have reviewed and worked on a self-managing fault-tolerance
framework for high availability, scalability and reliability in cloud data center with proper monitoring tool which is deployed for
Cluster monitoring and balancing purpose. This framework introduces the load balancers combined with Ganglia Monitoring System.
The proposed framework is designed to overcome the issues regarding the high availability, fault tolerance, major downtime, selfhealing, etc in cloud data center. HAProxy has been used to offer scaling to the servers for load balancing in proactive way. It
additionally monitors the web servers for fault prevention on the client level. Our structure works with self-managed mirroring and
load balancing in database servers with the help of MySQL master, replication of master database and Nginx consequently.
Administrator supervise the running of servers through Ganglia Monitoring System because 24x7 manual monitoring cannot be
possibly done by the cloud data center. For that we have carried out this scenario by using the virtualization technique in cloud
environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It’s far a totally hard job in the cloud data center that how and
where the computing is to be performed inside the cloud data
center. Which will make a cloud dependable for the genuine
customers, so many different issues are there like load
balancing, fault tolerance, availability, safety in cloud data
centers, etc. If by some means even after the occurrence of
incidences of a few flaws in the system, if our architecture
keeps running then the given structure is highly available and
fault tolerable. So many strategies has been invented with a
purpose to make cloud data center more reliable still it's far a
totally hard activity to make it efficient. The components like
very huge infrastructure, on call for carrier requirement inside
the cloud data center consequences lots in the efficiently
running of the cloud. In our proposition work using automated
running, scaling, virtualization of a system, replication of
data, monitoring of an environment and inside the computer
code repository dynamic automation of software is finished
using presumption fulfilled through an additional technique.
In this given outlook dedicated approach has been used for
high availability.
So as to representing TCP and HTTP based applications, load
balancing between more than one servers a freely accessible
High Availability Proxy is being used which presents
distinguished accessibility. Through using the weight
alternative supplied by means of the HAProxy corresponding
to separate servers’ solution provider can migrate the weight
according to the requirements. Client side servlets are being
used to send and accept the requests over HTTP. For making
connections to the database iptable is being used. MySQL port
is used in iptable to store the data in the concurrent database
by taking the help of Nginx. Nginx is used as a load balancer
in HAProxy which manages each of the database servers. The
load between database servers are controlled by Nginx
according to their precedence that is assigned to them. Live
replication of the MySQL database is being performed by
using master-master methodology for the purpose of
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deployment over special virtual personal servers. We can
copy the server data from one database server to another by
using the replication. This facilitates us in including
redundancy and allows in growing efficiency when users are
looking to get access to the statistics. Then ganglia monitors
the comprehensive infrastructure, recognizing of the trouble
before its authentic occurrence, distinguishing the breaches
associated with the safety and many others. VMware creates
safe Linux Container for the applications so that the
administrator and developers can port the applications
together. The main goal of using VMware is to allow them
deploying across systems.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A massive amount of work has been completed within the
location of toes in cloud data center however there are many
demanding situations in it like high availability, fault
tolerance, protection, records control and so forth. For the
resolution of high availability many research work is
performed with various different methodologies. Many proactive and retroactive tools and methods have been invented
for the execution of high availability in cloud data center like
appropriate migration of application to other properly working
server, rebooting the whole system, self-repairing, etc. and
tools are used like HAProxy, Hadoop, etc. Normal
architecture of a web server with load balancer and
application server cannot provide the high availability in
cloud data center. Here load balancers performs as data
center’s single point of presence. It is installed between the
internet and the backend servers. This architecture causes a
single point failure for the network so the new approach came
which is performed as duplicating the content on multiple host
machines, and balancing the load between those host
machines with the help of DNS with basic round-robin load
balancing. But DNS load balancing has the problems like
alternative IP cannot be tried by users. The approach named
failover support in which increasing the availability they are
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configuring another load balancer as a backup for the primary
load balancer but they don’t have any monitoring mechanism
in their implemented scenario.

multicasting their area, method that a new gmond comes into
a fact really via listening and saying.

In the given approach, to make system highly available the
proactive strategy is being used by taking the help of
HAProxy. For gaining the superior performance of database
servers and application servers the load balancer is used to
manage the load between all the servers and Ganglia
Monitoring System is also used over load balancers to
monitor the architecture and to send or receive the real time
status to the administrator 24x7.

2.1 Nagios
Nagios is a freeware to use and edit. It is very easy to add a
custom script for extension of service availability. Anyone
can monitor any system by using the SNMP protocol over
their systems. It provides you variety of plugins and add-ons
for better development and download. It also gives alerts,
notifications or comments on the status of the architecture.
But the drawbacks are like, many features like wizards or
interactive dashboards are not available for the freeware of
Nagios. Configurations of some files are very hard. It has very
confusing interface. It can’t monitor the network usage or
bandwidth available. It can just monitor the network but
cannot manage it.

2.2 Ganglia Monitoring System
Ganglia, a scalable dispersed monitoring system which was
built to label these issues and challenges. Ganglia Scalable
Monitoring Systems at different points in the architecture
includes large scale clusters and nodes in an instrument room,
computing grids, existing association of clusters and viewing
application on an open and shared platform [2, 3]. This system
is depends on a hierarchical structure which is targeted at
association of clusters. It depends on a multicast based
listen/announce protocol [4, 5, 6, 7] to monitor the situation
within the clusters and it uses a tree of peer-to-peer
connections between illustrative clusters nodes to associate
clusters and entirely their state. It holds widely used tools and
technologies like XML for data characterization, XDR for
dense, transferable data transport, and RRDtool for statistics
catch and visualization. It is using smartly organized
algorithms and data structures to gain very less overheads per
node and high compatibility[1]. The execution is robust, and
been transported to set of large scale operation systems and
architecture of high processors, and is used over 2000 clusters
around the world[1].
A). Working of Ganglia[1]: Tracking on a single cluster is
implemented through the ganglia monitoring daemon (gmond)
(Fig: 1). gmond is ready as a collection of threads, each
assigned a particular venture. Assemble and post thread is
answerable for converging neighborhood node records,
publishing it on a famous multicast channel, and sending
periodic heartbeats. The listening threads are responsible for
listening on the multicast channel for tracking records from
other nodes and updating gmond’s in-reminiscence storage, a
hierarchical hash table of monitoring metrics. In the end, a
thread pool of xml export threads are devoted to accepting and
processing consumer requests for monitoring information. All
facts stored by using gmond is gentle United States and
nothing is ever written to disk. This, blended with all nodes
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Fig. 1 Working of Ganglia

3. PROPOSED WORK
3.1 Coherent Benefits of New Approach
To gain high availability in cloud data center, the stated
approach gives many amenities for the applications so the
dynamic changes can be done very easily during the
implementation. The facilities given are as below:
1) For the motive of quick and smooth revolution for any
latest created server specimen and a load balancer, the
VMware and HAProxy together is being useful. VMware
provides OS level virtualization. The new specimen can be
created very easily and dynamically by the VMware.
2) High Availability Proxy can manage the load with the
help of weight option and Round-Robin method which have
the priority options. If any one of the server fails to handle the
request the requests can be handled by another servers.
3) Nginx is used as a load balancer in backend which
helps in balancing the operations of database requests in a
way that operations of database can be divided between a few
database replicated servers in a better way by using different
algorithms and weights alternatives.
4) By using the replication techniques number of MySQL
node has been made to work together as a cluster [8]. So the
replicated copy of data will always be there to provide fault
tolerance and high availability.
5) Seeing that the architecture is having the cluster of two
different databases. The problems like integrity of data, data
lost, consistency of data which is related to database
management can be reduced a lot.
6) The forecast of the availableness, fault and ongoing
monitoring has been done using Ganglia Monitoring System.
It acknowledges 24x7 to the administrator about the database
servers, application servers and the load balancers because the
administrator can’t handle the large amount of data manually.
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3.2 Lineaments of New Perspective
The proposed model which is used for the purpose of high
availability is shown on the below flowchart in Fig 2. The
framework provides high availability, fault tolerance and
better Quality of service for the web applications which will
run on cloud data centers. Seeing that the load balancing, use
of replication of data, monitoring and automation in operating
system level virtualization has been responsible for the
application which is to be run in the highly available
environment of cloud data center. When large number of users
hits at the same time, the data should be available so the
Operating system level virtualization has been implemented to
create the dynamic reflection of the whole system and
implement it in the same way the application works. The
master-master replication has been implemented for the data
to be secure and available for the clients 24x7. The high
availability and fault tolerance can be protected up to higher
scope for the reliable structure.

concurrent web application server according to their weight
and priority by the load balancer. The load balancer acts as an
indicator of priority of the request. As per the configurations
of the machines, the load can be assigned according to the
computational powers of the running web servers.
3) VMware: The VMware which is open-source software
helps in the deployment of the application by giving another
layer of automation and abstraction of the operating system by
using OS level virtualization. VMware can easily run multiple
number of platforms so the deployment of application is easy
in cloud data center.

Fig. 3 Proposed Framework
4) Nginx: Nginx is very well known for the simple
configuration, stability, better performance and very low
memory usage, etc. The drivers sends the request to the Nginx
for the corresponding database servers to save the data. After
storing the data the status of both MySQL database servers is
being checked and transfer the load between them in the
manner of Round-Robin and transfers the priority of the load.
Fig. 2 Flowchart of Proposed Framework
1) Application Layer: The users can access the services which
are located in cloud data center by this layer. By the use of
HTML the user interface is being created which helps us to
restrain the data which is to be sent as an input. Firstly the
clients will interact with the HAProxy and after that the
request will be forwarded to the upper division by the
HAProxy. To transmit the data from web browser where the
requested web page has been reloaded, the data blocks is
being passed to the web server and at last to the process which
is running in the background. The requests of the load
balancers are being received and forwarded to the concurrent
web server by this layer only.
2) Load Balancer: After accepting the requests from the
application layer the request is being forwarded to the
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5) MySQL Database: MySQL master-master replication is
being performed in order to provide redundancy and speed for
the websites. The replication of MySQL emerges in formation
of cluster that helps in gaining high availability in web
configuration. The modification has to be done in the
configuration file of MySQL which is my.cnf. to perform
master-master replication [8]. The end of replication is
performed by duplicating the status of master by both of the
database servers that gets all the information about the
database which has to be duplicated. The copied data through
the servers by performing the replication are IP address of the
servers, usernames, password, log files, etc.
6) Ganglia Monitoring System: Ganglia is a freeware system
that helps in monitoring different services like CPU usage,
network monitoring, aliveness of the nodes, etc. It examines
the services which is working concurrently, the notifications
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by any contacts in the situation when any problem gets arises
or resolved. A health check program is being used to monitor
the MySQL database and the connection between the active
and passive load balancers. The parameters which is to be
monitored are uptime, logs, master-slave sql running,
connection time, connected threads, etc.

4. OVERVIEW OF ARCHITECTURE
A. Handling client request: The client will send the request by
getting into the IP address or Domain name system which is
assigned to the application running. HAProxy server will
forward the request to the web server without knowing any
knowledge of the client.
B. Balancing the incoming request between web servers:
After getting the request from the client HAProxy is to check
the availability of the application servers and balancing the
load between the application servers which are linked up with
HAProxy [8]. According to the priority of the requests the
HAProxy will forward the requests to the corresponding
servers. The priorities are assigned to in the file of
configuration with the help of weight option so load
distribution is available as per the configuration of the system.
The working of the servers are also being checked by the
HAProxy. The statistical report is being generated when any
of the server goes down. In HAProxy red colour indicates the
failure of the server and the green colour running of the
server.
C. What if both the servers are fully occupied?: HAProxy is
efficiently balancing the load among the web servers. If at any
case the number of requests are being increased which is more
than the number of requests which is handled by the servers.
In this scenario VMware can be used as an Operating system
level virtualization. In this case VMware separates our
infrastructure from the given infrastructure and handle our
application in a managed way. Here, in such scenario VM
image is generated which can hold our application. It results
as dynamically more web servers can be installed by the use
of VM images that’s why the entire load can be managed
easily.
D. Load Balancing using Nginx and Ganglia: By using Nginx
for balancing the load and ganglia for managing it, we got the
procedure through which we can distribute the incoming load
of the traffic. The database requests among the different
database servers as per the requirements. The load distribution
can be decided by the configurations of VMs available at
where database is loaded. So distribution of the requests
between different VMs gives us the high availability and fault
tolerance by giving the redundancy, stability to the
application.
E. Replication of Database: High availability and the fault
tolerance in database is being performed by configuring
MySQL master-master Replication [8]. Requests of the
database between the servers is managed by doing load
balancing with the help of Nginx [9]. It can also tackle the
queries which is related to write operations in database
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servers. If number of write operations are not very frequently
performed and application is mainly deals with the read
operations then with the help of our proposed work we can
increase the client response to much higher level.
F. Monitoring MySQL: As the database is having large
number of entities stored in it, it is very difficult to find any
incompatibility manually in the database. For monitoring the
database the ganglia monitoring system is being used for the
purpose of fault tolerance and high availability. Ganglia will
address the administrator about the condition of the database
server and if it is working in a proper condition or not. It
notifies the admin through email, remote access, web
interface, etc. Though administrator is able to perform
monitoring 24x7.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper the proposed model and implementation provides
the high availability, fault tolerance by safeguarding
availability, scalability and reliability. The different
conditions shows different situations like unexpected hike in
traffic, growth of traffic, many internal problems like
maintenance of the components, failure of the servers can be
easily handled by the HAProxy. HAProxy with the help of
Nginx and Ganglia balances the load between servers. It is
also capable to redirect the load to the other server if any web
servers is going through the failure. VMware provides the OS
level virtualization by separating the applications from the
system. Mirror copy of the database is being maintained by
the Master-Master replication. Nginx is used to balance the
load between primary and secondary servers and database
servers and able to redirect the requests if any of the server
fails. Ganglia Monitoring System enables the feature of
automatic monitoring of the servers that increases the
efficiency and accuracy. For the future work various types of
database locks can be used by the database server for the
effective use of database.
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